Multimodal speech synthesis architecture for unsupervised speaker adaptation
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Abstract

This paper proposes a new architecture for speaker adaptation of multi-speaker neural-network speech synthesis systems, in which an unseen speaker’s voice can be built using a relatively small amount of speech data without transcriptions. This is sometimes called “unsupervised speaker adaptation”. More specifically, we concatenate the layers to the audio inputs when performing unsupervised speaker adaptation while we concatenate them to the text inputs when synthesizing speech from text. Two new training schemes for the new architecture are also proposed in this paper. These training schemes are not limited to speech synthesis; other applications are suggested. Experimental results show that the proposed model not only enables adaptation to unseen speakers using untranscribed speech but it also improves the performance of multi-speaker modeling and speaker adaptation using transcribed audio files.
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1. Introduction

Deep learning is achieving remarkable success in various machine learning tasks and speech synthesis is one such task. In [1], the authors reported that by replacing all traditional processing pipeline including signal processing and text processing with neural networks, the naturalness of synthetic speech can be perceived to be as good as recorded speech. Although this is a significant milestone for the speech synthesis research community, there are still several areas that need to be researched to further advance of text-to-speech (TTS) systems. For example, a state-of-the-art high-quality TTS system is normally built using more than 20 hours of recorded speech data from a professional voice talent and such requirement limits flexible and rapid development of TTS systems due to the high development costs. Studies have shown that statistical parametric speech synthesis systems are capable of modelling the characteristics of multiple voices and adapting models to unseen speaker voices not included in the training database [2, 3] by using just a small amount of speech data uttered by each speaker. However, there is still room for improvement and multi-speaker and/or speaker-adaptive neural-network speech synthesis systems are being actively investigated now.

Multi-speaker acoustic models based on neural networks that use augmented speaker identities were also a popular approach for automatic speech recognition [4, 5, 6] as well as speech synthesis [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. This speaker identity may be represented as a single vector [4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12] or multiple vectors [11, 13], which could be used as a strategy to increase the number of speaker-specific parameters. The speaker identity vector could be further categorized into three types: a speaker-code vector (such as one-hot vector, speaker-specific random vector, and speaker-embedded vector [7, 8, 11, 13]), an acoustic-driven vector extracted using external models such as i-vector or d-vector [5, 7, 9], and an acoustic-driven vector but based on encoders jointly trained with the acoustic model [10, 14].

In addition to the modeling of speakers included in the training corpus, some of the architectures can also generate unseen speakers’ voices not included in the training corpus. These adaptation schemes share the common goal of fitting a new speaker identity to pre-trained speaker spaces created in the training stage. A new speaker-code vector for the new speaker identity can be estimated on the basis of back-propagation using a small numbers of speech and text pairs of the new speaker [8, 15]. In [15], they attempted to estimate a speaker-code vector from untranscribed speech by training another network separately. An i-vector or d-vector for the new speaker identity can also be computed using external models in the same way as training speakers. The advantage of using the acoustic-driven vector is that we can adapt an acoustic model to an unseen speaker using untranscribed speech [7, 9] with reasonable results. This is sometimes called “unsupervised speaker adaptation” [16, 17, 18]. In these approaches, however, there is an implicit assumption that built neural networks can interpret the speaker space hopefully in the same way as the external models used for extracting the acoustic-driven vector [7, 9]. However, as expected, this assumption does not perfectly hold and the integrated approach usually yields slightly better results. In [10], an i-vector extractor was jointly optimized with the acoustic model using stochastic gradient descent. In [14], a triplet loss-based speaker encoder was jointly optimized with the acoustic model.

In this paper, motivated by these advancements, we aim to extend our previous speaker adaptation approach based on the speaker-code vector [8] and designing a new architecture that has a similar benefit to the integrated approach. This paper has a similar motivation to [10, 14, 15] but the proposed architecture is different. A key focus for the proposed architecture is to factorize our neural network and learn shared common layers that can be connected to either text or speech modality nets. More specifically, we stack these layers to the speech modality net when we perform speaker adaptation using untranscribed speech to estimate a new speaker code. If adaptation data includes transcriptions, we stack these layers to the text modality net and estimate the speaker code. In both cases, the speaker-code vector is contained within the common layers. In order to synthesize speech from text using a target speaker’s voice, we stack the common layers contained the estimated speaker code to the text modality and using them as a conventional acoustic model. Learning neural network layers that can be used for multiple different modal inputs is similar to the concept of [19]. In this paper we use this concept to achieve the speaker adaptation using either transcribed or untranscribed speech from one model, and we further propose a few new training schemes for jointly optimizing the text and speech modality nets.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
describes the proposed architecture. Section 3 outlines a few methodologies to train the proposed model. Experiments and results are presented in Section 4. Section 5 concludes our findings.

2. Multimodal architecture for speaker-adaptive speech synthesis

Our baseline architecture is a multi-speaker acoustic model using a speaker-embedded vector to present speaker identity [8]. Adaptation to an unseen speaker using transcribed speech is performed by estimating a new embedded vector using back-propagation algorithm to minimize the loss function. This adaptation scheme is essentially a procedure to find the best speaker-embedded vector in a pre-trained speaker space that locally minimizes the distortion between generated and training data. This algorithm is simple but effective [8].

To achieve speaker adaptation using untranscribed speech, we factorize the original acoustic model into two components: the common layers and the linguistic encoder as shown in Figure 1. The linguistic encoder can be used together with the common layers to map text to speech. We then introduce a new speech encoder module which could be used in place of the linguistic encoder. The speech encoder can be used with the common layers to map raw waveform data to acoustic features. As the architecture resembles the system investigated in [19], we call this structure “multimodal architecture” and its learning method “multi-modal learning”.

In the adaptation stage, if adaptation data includes both speech and its transcription we stack the linguistic encoder and the common layers together. If there are no transcriptions available, we use the speech encoder instead. In either case, the back-propagation algorithm is used to update the speaker-embedded vector for a new speaker. For the former case, we use acoustic-feature and text pairs to compute gradients whereas for the latter case we use acoustic-feature and speech-waveform pairs. Note that the speaker identity vector is contained in the common layers rather than in the linguistic or speech encoders.

3. Multimodal learning methods

There are several options for training the above multimodal architecture. However, at the time of writing, we believe that these options have not been fully investigated. Therefore we address several strategies for multi-modal learning. We describe two existing naive schemes, and introduce two additional schemes that amend the cost function for the multimodal architecture. The additional schemes work independently and in combination.

Step-by-step training (SS): The most common strategy is to first train the text-to-acoustic stack in the usual way, then replace the linguistic encoder with the speech encoder and train the speech encoder while freezing parameters of the common layers. Although this strategy is reasonable, we do not expect it to lead to sufficient results.

Stochastic training: Similar to an approach used in [19] for training shared components of the multimodal architecture, we could train all the modality layers concurrently by randomly switching input data and replacing modality layers [20, 21]. Although this strategy would work for our task, due to the large number of factors to be compared in our experiment, we will not investigate this strategy in this paper.

Joint goal training with partially shared weights (JG): Our first strategy is to learn two networks together. The two networks share the weights of the common layers as illustrated in Figure 2. One network is attached to the linguistic encoder and the other network is attached to the speech encoder. Unlike the original multi-modal learning in [19] where the goal is to train a single model that could achieve multiple objectives, our architecture prioritizes text-to-speech conversion as the main task and treats speech encoding as the secondary task. We use the following loss function to train the two networks with partially shared weights simultaneously:

$$\text{loss} = \alpha \text{loss}_{\text{main}} + \text{loss}_{\text{sub}}$$ (1)

where $\alpha$ is a scalar weighting parameter for the loss function of the secondary task. In terms of utilizing the loss function to train multiple objectives, this strategy function similarly to multitask learning [22], but, in multitask learning, a mapping is normally one-to-many whereas this mapping is many-to-one. By weighting the sum of the losses while sharing the weights of the common layers, we expect that the models are aware of additional but less important inputs from the secondary network. This acts as a method of regularization to help preserve some weights in the common layers to process the secondary input, and therefore this would be better than the above stochastic training strategy where we implicitly hope that the common layers can handle both inputs. The use of two identical networks together implies a similarity to the Siamese network [23]. However unlike the Siamese network, the motivation of our network is not metric learning. We believe this model can be very useful for other objectives. For instance, by changing the input of the speech encoder network to a different speaker’s voice, it is expected that we can train TTS and voice conversion systems.
that shares the same acoustic feature prediction layers simultaneously. This will be investigated in our future work.

**Tied-layers training (TL):** In the above strategy, we only use the outputs from the two networks. For the next step, we consider to further constrain the inside of the common layers and/or the inputs to the common layers. In particular we want to include outputs of each of the hidden layers in the common layers stacked on top of text modality net close to its counterpart on top of the speech modality net, as illustrated in Figure 3. For this purpose, we measure the distance between outputs of the hidden layer in the main network and its counterparts at the secondary network for each training sample and add the distance to the loss function to be minimized:

$$\text{loss} = \text{loss}_{\text{main}} + \beta \sum_{l} \text{distance}(h_{\text{main},l}, h_{\text{sub},l})$$

(2)

where $\beta$ is a weighting parameter, $L$ is the number of hidden layers to be considered and $h$ represents the outputs of a hidden layer. Example distances would be cosine distance and Euclid distance. We call this strategy “tied-layers training” using an analogy from tied-state frameworks for hidden Markov models. This idea was inspired by the training scheme of a neural artistic style transfer network [24] in which the models were trained by minimizing loss between hidden layers.

**Combination (JG+TL):** The above two loss functions complement each other and can be straightforwardly combined in the hope of achieving an even better performance.

$$\text{loss} = \text{loss}_{\text{main}} + \alpha \text{loss}_{\text{sub}} + \beta \sum_{l} \text{distance}(h_{\text{main},l}, h_{\text{sub},l})$$

(3)

### 4. Experiments

#### 4.1. Experimental condition

We conducted multi-speaker modeling and adaptation experiments using the VCTK corpus [25]. From the corpus, we chose 51 speakers: 44 were used for training the multi-speaker acoustic models and the rest were used for adaptation. Table 1 show the detailed data partitions used for the multi-speaker and adaptation experiments. In the multi-speaker modeling, each speaker had about 400 utterances, while the number of utterances used for adaptation varied from 10 to 320. Furthermore, ten utterances were chosen from each speaker for validation and an additional ten utterances were kept as test material.

Standard vocoder features were used as acoustic features in our experiments and the setup is similar to our previous study on a speaker adaptation task [8]. WORLD spectral analysis [26] was used to obtain smooth spectra from 16 bit speech waveform signals a sampling frequency of 48kHz with a 25 ms window length and 5 ms shift. The obtained features consist of 60-dimensional mel-cepstral coefficients, 25-dimensional bandlimited aperiodicities, interpolated logarithm fundamental frequencies and their dynamic features. A voiced/unvoiced binary flag was also included. English TTS linguistics features were generated using Flite [27]. Speech waveform generation was conducted using the WORLD vocoder [26].

Figure 1 shows the general setup we used for our experiments. The text modality net has two feedforward layers while the common layers part has three feedforward layers, followed by a linear output layer to map to the desired dimension. All the feedforward layers contain 1,024 hidden nodes and a sigmoid activation function. For the speech modality net, that is the speech encoder, we used the raw waveform samples as the input. The 16kHz raw waveform was transformed using a 1D convolution layer to the same length as the acoustic output by setting width of convolution to 400 and stride to 80. The convolution layer has 64 filters. The output of the convolution layer was then fed into a 1024-node feedforward layer just before the common layers part. The speaker-embedded vector was set as a 128-dimensional vector; more than twice the number of speakers used in the experiments.

A total of five models, shown in Table 2, were trained and evaluated. In the baseline TTS model VL, the speaker-embedded vector was fed into all five feedforward layers. In the remaining models, only the last two feedforward layers of the common layers part are speaker-aware layers as illustrated in Figure 1. For the models using extended loss functions, we used weight values as shown in the table. We performed two types of adaptation, supervised adaptation using transcribed speech and unsupervised adaptation using untranscribed speech. The supervised adaptation scheme used was the same back-propagation method as that of [8]. The unsupervised adaptation schemes used the proposed speech encoder, followed by back-propagation to update the speaker-embedded vector. The learning-rate was set to be 0.001 and the Adam optimizer was used. The training was repeated until any loss improvement was not observed over five previous epochs on the validation data or reached a maximum number of epochs (128).

#### 4.2. Objective evaluation

Table 3 shows the objective evaluation results of the built models for the multi-speaker task. The table shows Mel-cepstral...
The test set including 440 utterances, the multi-speaker modeling task. The errors are calculated on the test set including 440 utterances. The second test was a speaker similarity judgment test and the participants were asked to decide the identity of synthetic speech. The results are calculated on the test set including 440 utterances.

We conducted a small-scale listening test to subjectively evaluate the proposed model. 29 volunteers participated in two tests consisting of 40 utterances each. The first test used a mean-opinion-score (MOS) on a five-point scale to evaluate the quality of synthetic speech. The second test was a speaker similarity judgment test and the participants were asked to decide if the two samples presented, one synthetic and one natural, of the same sentence are spoken by the same or different speaker and to choose one answer from four options: “Same, absolute sure”, “Same, not sure”, “Different, not sure” and “Different, absolute sure”. The answers were used as a four-point scale measurement. From the adaptation tasks, we chose four speakers (2 males and 2 females) and evaluated their adapted models using 10 and 320 utterances. We also evaluated their natural and vocoded speech as references.

The results of the listening test are shown in Figure 5. The first system NA indicates the references, that is, recorded speech and vocoded speech. The remaining results are either supervised adaptation or unsupervised adaptation using 10 or 320 utterances. We observe that the supervised SS system using 10 utterances has the highest MOS score and the unsupervised TL system using 320 utterances has the lowest score. This difference is statistically significant even though the other differences are not. We suspect that the deterministic vocoder did not provide a sufficient quality of speech and our subjects had difficulties to judge small differences of speaker identities. However, we can at least see that unsupervised adaptation has a similar performance to supervised adaptation. We will continue to investigate the proposed model using large-scale datasets and more sophisticated acoustic modeling with the robust speaker-independent Wavenet [28].

### 5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a new architecture for speaker adaptation of multi-speaker neural-network speech synthesis systems. They were inspired by the recently proposed multimodal architecture where the modality nets and common body nets are explicitly factorized. For unsupervised adaptation, we proposed to replace a text modality net with a speech modality net so speaker-embedded vectors could be estimated from untranscribed speech data. We also proposed a few training schemes for the multimodal architecture. Experimental results showed that models trained using the proposed loss functions have objective values reasonably close to their supervised counterparts. The training schemes proposed in this paper are not limited to speech synthesis. Our future work includes using these schemes for training TTS and voice conversion systems simultaneously.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>MCD [dB]</th>
<th>$F_0$ RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VL</td>
<td>5.85</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS</td>
<td>5.71</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JG</td>
<td>5.57</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL</td>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JG+TL</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Objective evaluation results of adaptation using different amounts of data. The results for supervised adaptation and unsupervised adaptation are shown on the left and right sides of the figure, respectively. From the figure we can see that for the supervised adaptation all proposed models yield significantly favorable results over the baseline in terms of MCD. Three models trained using the extended loss functions show further MCD improvements over the SS model. In terms of $F_0$ RMSE, TL shows superior objective results over both the baseline and other proposed models. The results of unsupervised adaptation are different to those of their supervised counterparts as expected, but are still positive results. Three models trained using the extended loss functions have smaller errors when the adaptation data is 40 utterances or above and they are reasonably close to supervised counterparts, which proves the effectiveness of the proposed unsupervised model.

### 4.3. Subjective evaluation

Subjective evaluation

We conducted a small-scale listening test to subjectively evaluate the proposed model. 29 volunteers participated in two tests consisting of 40 utterances each. The first test used a mean-opinion-score (MOS) on a five-point scale to evaluate the quality of synthetic speech. The second test was a speaker similarity judgment test and the participants were asked to decide
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